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EXPOSING
THE DEEPEST MYSTERY INSIDE THE DEADLIEST MASS SHOOTING
IN MODERN US HISTORY!


After the shooting in October 1, 2017 in Las Vegas, America and people all over the
world were shocked.
It is even more shocking when people can’t find out the perpetrator Stephen
Paddock’s motive. When I write this line in November 3rd 2017, FBI (Federal Bureau of
Investigation) and US police are still investigating what drove him to carry out “the
deadliest mass shooting in modern US history”.
[Herman Gold escaped the hail of bullets in Las Vegas, but returned to the site of the
concert the next day. “I just want closure,’’ Gold said. “Why? What’s the reason that on
that particular night, one individual would sacrifice everyone else for his insanity?’’.
Having an answer to those questions may help survivors move on.”], reported by
USAToday.
Finding out his motive that drove him to do ‘an act of pure evil’ was the reason I
decided to do and finish this ebook.

So, what will you find in this ebook? You will:
Know the motive of Paddock, know the reason he killed so many innocent
people among 22,000 concertgoers at a country music festival on the Las
Vegas Strip on October 1, 2017
Know the deepest mystery that is one of the most dangerous things in the
world that hid people’s eyes.
Know the reasons people can’t find out his motive. What is so hidden that
people cannot understand and recognize it?

Know who and what that strongly supported Paddock to massacre so many
people in 2017 Las Vegas shooting.
Successfully answer unanswered questions after you finish this special ebook.
If you don’t know his motive, you’ll not be able to answer most annoying
questions like “why did he kill so many innocent people?”
And more...

Finish this e-book, then you’ll know everything you want to know.

All The Best,
Khuong Dat Long
Author of “Exposing The Deepest Mystery Inside The Deadliest Mass Shooting In
Modern Us History!”

ABOUT THE AUTHOR & SOLUTIONS


My name is Khuong Dat Long,
the

Author

of

"Exposing

The

Deepest Mystery In The Deadliest

Mass Shooting In Modern Us
History!"
This

e-book

contains

the

answer for Stephen Paddock’s motive
that not only Americans want to
know.
Without Gods, I cannot find the answer!
"We don't feel safe until we know."
— Charles R. Figley, director of
Tulane University's Traumatology
Institute.
.
The same as others, I felt so painful and sorry for victims who lost their lives and who
are suffering injuries not only outside but also deep inside their soul.

After reading news about 2017 Las Vegas shooting carried out by Paddock on internet
from many sources, I realized something very important and had the answer for the problem.
However, I spent many days on checking, writing the answer down and finished this ebook.

I hope all people, not only Americans, will know about the mystery exposed in this
ebook because it relates to everybody in this world no matter who and where they are.
I hope the answer for the motive will help people overcome fear of danger and move

on. More than that, people will realize vital things that can protect their lives and make them
live safely and happily.

Much more important than the motive that will be exposed, people will know
what to do after finishing this document.

I’m living and working in Vietnam. If you have any question, please do not hesitate to
contact me.

God bless you.

Special Note:
I had completely found the answer and finished the information inside this ebook before
November 11th, 2017.
Therefore, quotes, links, stats inside this ebook were mainly extracted from sources that had
been created before that day.
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Chapter 1-Part 1
THE DEEPEST MYSTERY OF CRIME

The world, all of us, especially Americans, did see an extremely terrible crime
called “the deadliest mass shooting in modern US history”1 and we are horrified by its
dolorous aftermath “58 people dead and 546 injured”2
Why do I call “Hidden Crime” while people know about the Las Vegas mass
shooting that was called "act of pure evil" by Donald Trump and Stephen Paddock, the
perpetrator, was clearly identified?
Because there’s one thing that is so hidden that people cannot understand and
recognize it and the U.S still hasn’t discovered3 a motive of Paddock, who are
considered to be evil because of his terrible crime.

How to know a main reason that drove Las Vegas shooter to kill so many innocent
people in a 10-minute spasm? With very real proofs, I’ll expose his motive and a hidden
crime whose effects and aftermath will include both physical and psychological traumas.

1.1 'An Act Of Pure Evil'

What does make FBI, U.S Police who have looked at 'literally everything' not
know why the killer Paddock unleashed high-rise massacre although “They've conducted
hundreds of interviews, run down over 2,000 leads, conducted an extensive review of

1

58 fatalities (excluding Paddock, the killer). Info source: http://edition.cnn.com/2017/10/02/us/las-vegas-attackdeadliest-us-mass-shooting-trnd/index.html
2
Info source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2017_Las_Vegas_shooting (statistics in 20 October 2017)
3
FBI and U.S Police still don’t have an answer for Paddock’s motive and are asking public to help them find out the
killer’s motive. Therefore, FBI Launches "If You Know Something, Say Something" Campaign.
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digital media on multiple devices, analyzed about 1,000 pieces of evidence, reviewed
hundreds of hours of video and completed over 1,800 victim questionnaires, Rouse
said.”4
First, we’ll review some events5 happening around this Las Vegas mass shooting:
 [Stephen Paddock, the 64-year-old multi-millionaire, planned his attack
meticulously.]
 [He checked in to a room on the 32nd floor of the Mandalay Bay Hotel and
stayed at the corner suite which overlooked the festival grounds, the Route
91 Harvest music festival on the Las Vegas Strip in Paradise, Nevada]
 [He used a hammer/hammerlike tool to break two of his suite's windows.
He began shooting through the broken windows on the night of October 1,
2017, at 10:05 p.m. From his room, Paddock ultimately fired hundreds of
rifle rounds (modified semi-automatic weapons) approximately 490 yards
(450 m) into a crowd of approximately 22,000 concertgoers at the music
festival. He stopped shooting ten minutes later at 10:15 p.m]
 [Officers reached the 32nd floor at 10:17 p.m., according to Lombardo's
timeline. By the time a SWAT team used an explosive charge to enter the
room at 11:20 p.m., Paddock was dead from a self-inflicted gunshot
wound.]6


[With 58 fatalities (excluding the mass murderer) and 546 injuries, it was
“the deadliest mass shooting by a lone gunman in U.S. history”]

 [The 23 firearms7 found in his hotel room, along with more guns found in
his homes, had been legally purchased in the states of Nevada, California,
Texas, and Utah.]
4

Info source: https://www.cbsnews.com/news/las-vegas-police-hold-press-conference-on-deadly-shooting-liveupdates/
5
All info was combined and extracted from: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephen_Paddock and
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2017_Las_Vegas_shooting
6
http://edition.cnn.com/2017/10/09/us/las-vegas-shooting-suspect/index.html
7
Bump fire stocks were found on twelve of the guns, which allowed for the recoil to actuate the trigger at a rate of 90
bullets in 10 seconds. Info: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2017_Las_Vegas_shooting
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 [During an investigation, Ammonium nitrate, often used in improvised
explosive devices, was found in the trunk of his car, along with 1,600
rounds of ammunition and 50 pounds (23 kg) of Tannerite, a binary
explosive used to make explosive targets for gun ranges. However,
investigators clarified that while Paddock had "nefarious intent" with the
material, he did not appear to have assembled an explosive device]
 [According to US police, Paddock acted alone]
His arsenal of at least 42 weapons8 and meticulous plan9 ‘tells’ that he wanted
to kill people inhumanly, without any mercy. "A handwritten note in Stephen Paddock's
hotel room contained calculations pertaining to the distance and trajectory from his 32ndfloor window to the crowd of concertgoers he targeted below, according to a law
enforcement source with knowledge of the investigation." CNN reported10. “It was
preplanned, extensively, and I’m pretty sure that he evaluated everything that he did in
his actions, which is troublesome,” said Clark County sheriff Joe Lombardo11.

8

a.[There were 23 rifles and one handgun found inside his room by the police afterwards, including four DDM4 rifles,
three FN-15 rifles, one AR-15 rifle with forward front grip, one .308-caliber AR-10 battle rifle, one AK-47, and at least
one made-to-order LMT rifle, all very expensive, according to a law enforcement source] b.[During an investigation,
Ammonium nitrate, often used in improvised explosive devices, was found in the trunk of his car, along with 1,600
rounds of ammunition and 50 pounds (23 kg) of Tannerite, a binary explosive used to make explosive targets for gun
ranges. However, investigators clarified that while Paddock had "nefarious intent" with the material, he did not appear
to have assembled an explosive device] Info source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephen_Paddock
9
a.[In news conference after news conference, Las Vegas law enforcement said Paddock planned meticulously. He
rented rooms in a luxury condo tower called The Ogden, overlooking the Life is Beautiful open-air festival, just one
week before the Route 91 festival.] b.[Paddock prepared in the corner hotel suite, placing cameras to watch
approaching officers. He drilled the stairwell door shut next to his suite.] Info Source:
http://edition.cnn.com/2017/10/20/us/las-vegas-shooting-three-weeks-later/index.html
10
Info source: http://edition.cnn.com/2017/10/13/us/las-vegas-shooting-investigation/index.html
11

Info source: http://www.thisisinsider.com/las-vegas-gunman-stephen-paddock-meticulously-planned-shootingattack-cameras-2017-10
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1.2 The Most Annoying Mystery

Why did Stephen Paddock kill so many innocent people in Las Vegas?

After the massacre, people really want to know his motive that drove him to kill so
many innocent individuals. “People need to make contingency plans - to protect
themselves - by assigning a motive, recognizing people with that motive, and staying
away from them.” (Jeff Victoroff, a professor of psychiatry and neurology at USC and an
expert in trauma, terrorism and human aggression).
However, police, CIA and The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) agents say
they are still no closer to figuring out a motive of the ‘pure evil’.
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How did a man who has “No religious affiliation. No political affiliation.”12 as
Stephen Paddock’s brother Eric affirmed; a man who has no any brain abnormality13; a
man who has no signs that he “had ideologies or connections to any groups” 14 (FBI: No
signs Stephen Paddock had any links to extremist groups15 though ISIS claimed credit for
the attack in Las Vegas); a man who “never gave any indication or reason to believe he
was unstable or unfit at any time” (a Mesquite store, Guns & Guitars, where Paddock had
bought guns, said) deliberately and violently kill a large number of people who didn’t
even meet and know about him?

12

Info source: https://twitter.com/cbsnews/status/914859562699776002

13

"Authorities say the Las Vegas shooter had no visual abnormalities in his brain." "Sheriff Joseph Lombardo told
reporters Friday that Stephen Paddock that an autopsy found nothing unusual during a visual inspection, but his brain
was shipped to a facility to look for any minute problems." Paddock's brain was sent to Stanford University to receive
a more extensive analysis. Info source: http://abcnews.go.com/US/wireStory/latest-vegas-shooter-fired-aviation-fueltanks-50467860
14
Info source: http://abcnews.go.com/US/wireStory/latest-vegas-shooter-fired-aviation-fuel-tanks-50467860
15

Info source: https://globalnews.ca/video/3802297/fbi-no-signs-stephen-paddock-had-any-links-to-extremist-groups
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Even more complex, Paddock was "not an avid gun guy at all” and “has no
military background or anything like that," as Eric Paddock said Monday on CBS
News16. We feel even unintelligible when Lisa Crawford of Dallas, who managed an
apartment that Paddock owned from 2006 to 2012, said “He (Paddock) tried to make
people happy. He tried to make people care. And I don’t know what happened to him”17.
CNN reported “It was mid-September and Hurricane Irma had cut power in the Orlando,
Florida, neighborhood where she (Paddock’s mom) lived. Stephen Paddock, who lived in
Nevada, followed up with a call to their mother. Later, he sent her a walker to help her
get around, Eric Paddock said.” 18
“There’s absolutely no way I could conceive that my brother would shoot a bunch
of people that he didn’t know,” his brother Eric said. “Something just incredibly wrong
happened to my brother.” 19
People still haven’t figured out his motive and many ones, especially Paddock’s
family, his girlfriend Mary Lou Danley and his friends/co-workers can’t understand what
did drive a 64-year-old multimillionaire retiree, gambler with no criminal record to kill
58 people and wound 546 others. "He never said anything to me or took any action that I
was aware of, that I understood in any way to be a warning that something horrible like
this was going to happen," said Paddock’s girlfriend Danley20
Not only Stephen Paddock’s family but also people said ‘It makes no sense’21
when trying to find out what made him massacre a crowd of approximately 22,000
concertgoers.

16

Info source: http://thehill.com/homenews/news/353409-vegas-suspects-brother-not-an-avid-gun-guy-at-all

17

Info source: http://abcnews.go.com/US/friend-vegas-shooter-stephen-paddock-describes-caringperson/story?id=50364227
18
Info source: http://edition.cnn.com/2017/10/02/us/las-vegas-attack-stephen-paddock-trnd/index.html
19
20

Info source: http://wgno.com/2017/10/05/the-mystery-of-stephen-paddocks-brain/

Info source: http://www.smh.com.au/world/las-vegas-shooter-stephen-paddock-islamic-state-and-the-mystery-ofmotive-20171006-gyvkav.html
21
Info source: http://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/it-makes-no-sense-las-vegas-gunman-stephen-paddockwas-wealthy-a-loner-who-gambled/story-J7VpgtrWlDnNAhhEymRQ7N.html
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“His Motive Is Right In Front Of Us!”
(Khuong Dat Long)

Please click or copy the following link if you want to know the full answer:
https://khuongdatlong.com/exposing-stephen-paddock-motive-2017-las-vegas-shooting

Contact me at:
Website: KhuongDatLong.com
Email: kdlongsolutions@gmail.com

